Steve Jobs wrote serial numbers on the Apple-1 computers

(Germany – February 10, 2022) The handwritten numbers on the back of some Apple-1 computers, apparently representing a serial number, were the biggest unsolved mystery surrounding Apple's first computer. Only 100 and a short time later another 100 Apple-1s were produced and around 82 still exist. This serial number can be found on some Apple-1s from the first batch.

The Apple-1 is the rarest and the most valuable microcomputer in the world. Achim Baqué, who maintains the Apple-1 Registry (a listing of all Apple-1 computers) has spent several years researching and collecting handwriting samples. Two forensic examinations in the USA using original Apple-1s have shown that Steve Jobs actually wrote the serial number on the first Apple-1. The mystery is solved after 45 years. It is another legacy of Steve Jobs.
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